
On teahing mathematisVladimir I. Arnol'dThis is an extended text of the address at the disussion on teahing ofmathematis in Palais de D�eouverte in Paris on 7 Marh 1997.Mathematis is a part of physis. Physis is an experimental siene, a partof natural siene. Mathematis is the part of physis where experiments areheap.The Jaobi identity (whih fores the heights of a triangle to ross at onepoint) is an experimental fat in the same way as that the Earth is round (thatis, homeomorphi to a ball). But it an be disovered with less expense.In the middle of the twentieth entury it was attempted to divide physisand mathematis. The onsequenes turned out to be atastrophi. Whole ge-nerations of mathematiians grew up without knowing half of their siene and,of ourse, in total ignorane of any other sienes. They �rst began teahingtheir ugly sholasti pseudo-mathematis to their students, then to shoolhil-dren (forgetting Hardy's warning that ugly mathematis has no permanent plaeunder the Sun).Sine sholasti mathematis that is ut o� from physis is �t neither forteahing nor for appliation in any other siene, the result was the universalhate towards mathematiians - both on the part of the poor shoolhildren (someof whom in the meantime beame ministers) and of the users.The ugly building, built by undereduated mathematiians who were ex-hausted by their inferiority omplex and who were unable to make themselvesfamiliar with physis, reminds one of the rigorous axiomati theory of odd num-bers. Obviously, it is possible to reate suh a theory and make pupils admirethe perfetion and internal onsisteny of the resulting struture (in whih, forexample, the sum of an odd number of terms and the produt of any number offators are de�ned). From this setarian point of view, even numbers ould ei-ther be delared a heresy or, with passage of time, be introdued into the theorysupplemented with a few \ideal" objets (in order to omply with the needs ofphysis and the real world).Unfortunately, it was an ugly twisted onstrution of mathematis like theone above whih predominated in the teahing of mathematis for deades. Ha-ving originated in Frane, this pervertedness quikly spread to teahing of foun-dations of mathematis, �rst to university students, then to shool pupils of alllines (�rst in Frane, then in other ountries, inluding Russia).To the question \what is 2 + 3" a Frenh primary shool pupil replied:\3 + 2, sine addition is ommutative." He did not know what the sum wasequal to and ould not even understand what he was asked about!1



Another Frenh pupil (quite rational, in my opinion) de�ned mathematisas follows: \there is a square, but that still has to be proved."Judging by my teahing experiene in Frane, the university students' ideaof mathematis (even of those taught mathematis at the �Eole Normale Sup�e-rieure | I feel sorry most of all for these obviously intelligent but deformed kids)is as poor as that of this pupil.For example, these students have never seen a paraboloid and a question onthe form of the surfae given by the equation xy = z2 puts the mathematiiansstudying at ENS into a stupor. Drawing a urve given by parametri equations(like x = t3 � 3t; y = t4 � 2t2on a plane is a totally impossible problem for students (and, probably, even formost Frenh professors of mathematis).Beginning with l'Hospital's �rst textbook on alulus (\alulus for under-standing of urved lines") and roughly until Goursat's textbook, the ability tosolve suh problems was onsidered to be (along with the knowledge of the timestable) a neessary part of the raft of every mathematiian.Mentally hallenged zealots of \abstrat mathematis" threw all the geome-try (through whih onnetion with physis and reality most often takes plaein mathematis) out of teahing. Calulus textbooks by Goursat, Hermite, Pi-ard were reently dumped by the student library of the Universities Paris 6and 7 (Jussieu) as obsolete and, therefore, harmful (they were only resued bymy intervention).ENS students who have sat through ourses on di�erential and algebraigeometry (read by respeted mathematiians) turned out be aquainted neitherwith the Riemann surfae of an ellipti urvey2 = x3 + ax+ bnor, in fat, with the topologial lassi�ation of surfaes (not even mentioningellipti integrals of �rst kind and the group property of an ellipti urve, thatis, the Euler{Abel addition theorem). They were only taught Hodge struturesand Jaobi varieties!How ould this happen in Frane, whih gave the world Lagrange and La-plae, Cauhy and Poinar�e, Leray and Thom? It seems to me that a reasonableexplanation was given by I.G. Petrovskij, who taught me in 1966: genuine ma-thematiians do not gang up, but the weak need gangs in order to survive. Theyan unite on various grounds (it ould be super-abstratness, anti-Semitism or\applied and industrial" problems), but the essene is always a solution of thesoial problem - survival in onditions of more literate surroundings.By the way, I shall remind you of a warning of L. Pasteur: there never havebeen and never will be any \applied sienes," there are only appliations ofsienes (quite useful ones!). 2



In those times I was treating Petrovskij's words with some doubt, but nowI am being more and more onvined of how right he was. A onsiderable partof the super-abstrat ativity omes down simply to industrialising shamelessgrabbing of disoveries from disoverers and then systematially assigning themto epigons-generalizers. Similarly to the fat that Ameria does not arry Co-lumbus's name, mathematial results are almost never alled by the names oftheir disoverers.In order to avoid being misquoted, I have to note that my own ahievementswere for some unknown reason never expropriated in this way, although it alwayshappened to both my teahers (Kolmogorov, Petrovskij, Pontryagin, Rokhlin)and my pupils. Prof. M. Berry one formulated the following two priniples:The Arnold Priniple. If a notion bears a personal name, then this name is notthe name of the disoverer.The Berry Priniple. The Arnold Priniple is appliable to itself.Let's return, however, to teahing of mathematis in Frane.When I was a �rst-year student at the Faulty of Mehanis and Mathe-matis of the Mosow State University, the letures on alulus were read bythe set-theoreti topologist L.A. Tumarkin, who onsientiously retold the oldlassial alulus ourse of Frenh type in the Goursat version. He told us thatintegrals of rational funtions along an algebrai urve an be taken if the orre-sponding Riemann surfae is a sphere and, generally speaking, annot be takenif its genus is higher, and that for the spheriity it is enough to have a suÆientlylarge number of double points on the urve of a given degree (whih fores theurve to be uniursal: it is possible to draw its real points on the projetiveplane with one stroke of a pen).These fats apture the imagination so muh that (even given without anyproofs) they give a better and more orret idea of modern mathematis thanwhole volumes of the Bourbaki treatise. Indeed, here we �nd out about theexistene of a wonderful onnetion between things whih seem to be ompletelydi�erent: on the one hand, the existene of an expliit expression for the integralsand the topology of the orresponding Riemann surfae and, on the other hand,between the number of double points and genus of the orresponding Riemannsurfae, whih also exhibits itself in the real domain as the uniursality.Jaobi noted, as mathematis' most fasinating property, that in it one andthe same funtion ontrols both the presentations of a whole number as a sumof four squares and the real movement of a pendulum.These disoveries of onnetions between heterogeneous mathematial ob-jets an be ompared with the disovery of the onnetion between eletriityand magnetism in physis or with the disovery of the similarity between theeast oast of Ameria and the west oast of Afria in geology.3



The emotional signi�ane of suh disoveries for teahing is diÆult to over-estimate. It is they who teah us to searh and �nd suh wonderful phenomenaof harmony of the Universe.The de-geometrisation of mathematial eduation and the divore from phy-sis sever these ties. For example, not only students but also modern algebro-geometers on the whole do not know about the Jaobi fat mentioned here: anellipti integral of �rst kind expresses the time of motion along an ellipti phaseurve in the orresponding Hamiltonian system.Rephrasing the famous words on the eletron and atom, it an be said thata hypoyloid is as inexhaustible as an ideal in a polynomial ring. But teahingideals to students who have never seen a hypoyloid is as ridiulous as teahingaddition of frations to hildren who have never ut (at least mentally) a akeor an apple into equal parts. No wonder that the hildren will prefer to add anumerator to a numerator and a denominator to a denominator.From my Frenh friends I heard that the tendeny towards super-abstratgeneralizations is their traditional national trait. I do not entirely disagree thatthis might be a question of a hereditary disease, but I would like to underlinethe fat that I borrowed the ake-and-apple example from Poinar�e.The sheme of onstrution of a mathematial theory is exatly the sameas that in any other natural siene. First we onsider some objets and makesome observations in speial ases. Then we try and �nd the limits of appliationof our observations, look for ounter-examples whih would prevent unjusti�edextension of our observations onto a too wide range of events (example: thenumber of partitions of onseutive odd numbers 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 into an odd numberof natural summands gives the sequene 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, but then omes 29).As a result we formulate the empirial disovery that we made (for example,the Fermat onjeture or Poinar�e onjeture) as learly as possible. After thisthere omes the diÆult period of heking as to how reliable are the onlusions.At this point a speial tehnique has been developed in mathematis. Thistehnique, when applied to the real world, is sometimes useful, but an some-times also lead to self-deeption. This tehnique is alled modelling. Whenonstruting a model, the following idealisation is made: ertain fats whih areonly known with a ertain degree of probability or with a ertain degree of a-uray, are onsidered to be \absolutely" orret and are aepted as \axioms."The sense of this \absoluteness" lies preisely in the fat that we allow oursel-ves to use these \fats" aording to the rules of formal logi, in the proessdelaring as \theorems" all that we an derive from them.It is obvious that in any real-life ativity it is impossible to wholly relyon suh dedutions. The reason is at least that the parameters of the studiedphenomena are never known absolutely exatly and a small hange in parameters(for example, the initial onditions of a proess) an totally hange the result.Say, for this reason a reliable long-term weather foreast is impossible and will4



remain impossible, no matter how muh we develop omputers and devies whihreord initial onditions.In exatly the same way a small hange in axioms (of whih we annot beompletely sure) is apable, generally speaking, of leading to ompletely di�erentonlusions than those that are obtained from theorems whih have been deduedfrom the aepted axioms. The longer and fanier is the hain of dedutions(\proofs"), the less reliable is the �nal result.Complex models are rarely useful (unless for those writing their disserta-tions).The mathematial tehnique of modelling onsists of ignoring this troubleand speaking about your dedutive model in suh a way as if it oinided withreality. The fat that this path, whih is obviously inorret from the point ofview of natural siene, often leads to useful results in physis is alled \theinoneivable e�etiveness of mathematis in natural sienes" (or \the Wignerpriniple").Here we an add a remark by I.M. Gel'fand: there exists yet another phe-nomenon whih is omparable in its inoneivability with the inoneivable ef-fetiveness of mathematis in physis noted by Wigner | this is the equallyinoneivable ine�etiveness of mathematis in biology.\The subtle poison of mathematial eduation" (in F. Klein's words) fora physiist onsists preisely in that the absolutised model separates from thereality and is no longer ompared with it. Here is a simple example: mathematisteahes us that the solution of the Malthus equation dx=dt = x is uniquelyde�ned by the initial onditions (that is that the orresponding integral urvesin the (t; x)-plane do not interset eah other).This onlusion of the mathematial model bears little relevane to thereality. A omputer experiment shows that all these integral urves have ommonpoints on the negative t-semi-axis. Indeed, say, urves with the initial onditionsx(0) = 0 and x(0) = 1 pratially interset at t = �10 and at t = �100 youannot �t in an atom between them. Properties of the spae at suh smalldistanes are not desribed at all by Eulidean geometry. Appliation of theuniqueness theorem in this situation obviously exeeds the auray of the model.This has to be respeted in pratial appliation of the model, otherwise onemight �nd oneself faed with serious troubles.I would like to note, however, that the same uniqueness theorem explainswhy the losing stage of mooring of a ship to the quay is arried out manually:on steering, if the veloity of approah would have been de�ned as a smooth(linear) funtion of the distane, the proess of mooring would have required anin�nitely long period of time. An alternative is an impat with the quay (whihis damped by suitable non-ideally elasti bodies). By the way, this problemhad to be seriously onfronted on landing the �rst desending apparata on the5



Moon and Mars and also on doking with spae stations | here the uniquenesstheorem is working against us.Unfortunately, neither suh examples, nor disussing the danger of fetishi-sing theorems are to be met in modern mathematial textbooks, even in thebetter ones. I even got the impression that sholasti mathematiians (who ha-ve little knowledge of physis) believe in the prinipal di�erene of the axiomatimathematis from modelling whih is ommon in natural siene and whih al-ways requires the subsequent ontrol of dedutions by an experiment.Not even mentioning the relative harater of initial axioms, one annotforget about the inevitability of logial mistakes in long arguments (say, in theform of a omputer breakdown aused by osmi rays or quantum osillations).Every working mathematiian knows that if one does not ontrol oneself (bestof all by examples), then after some ten pages half of all the signs in formul�will be wrong and twos will �nd their way from denominators into numerators.The tehnology of ombatting suh errors is the same external ontrol byexperiments or observations as in any experimental siene and it should betaught from the very beginning to all juniors in shools.Attempts to reate \pure" dedutive-axiomati mathematis have led to therejetion of the sheme used in physis (observation - model - investigation of themodel - onlusions - testing by observations) and its substitution by the sheme:de�nition - theorem - proof. It is impossible to understand an unmotivatedde�nition but this does not stop the riminal algebraists-axiomatisators. Forexample, they would readily de�ne the produt of natural numbers by means ofthe long multipliation rule.With this the ommutativity of multipliation beomes diÆult to provebut it is still possible to dedue it as a theorem from the axioms. It is thenpossible to fore poor students to learn this theorem and its proof (with the aimof raising the standing of both the siene and the persons teahing it). It isobvious that suh de�nitions and suh proofs an only harm the teahing andpratial work.It is only possible to understand the ommutativity of multipliation byounting and re-ounting soldiers by ranks and �les or by alulating the areaof a retangle in the two ways. Any attempt to do without this interfereneby physis and reality into mathematis is setarianism and isolationism whihdestroy the image of mathematis as a useful human ativity in the eyes of allsensible people.I shall open a few more suh serets (in the interest of poor students).The determinant of a matrix is an (oriented) volume of the parallelepipedwhose edges are its olumns. If the students are told this seret (whih is a-refully hidden in the puri�ed algebrai eduation), then the whole theory ofdeterminants beomes a lear hapter of the theory of poly-linear forms. If de-6



terminants are de�ned otherwise, then any sensible person will forever hate allthe determinants, Jaobians and the impliit funtion theorem.What is a group? Algebraists teah that this is supposedly a set withtwo operations that satisfy a load of easily-forgettable axioms. This de�nitionprovokes a natural protest: why would any sensible person need suh pairs ofoperations? \Oh, urse this maths" | onludes the student (who, possibly,beomes the Minister for Siene in the future).We get a totally di�erent situation if we start o� not with the group butwith the onept of a transformation (a one-to-one mapping of a set onto itself)as it was historially. A olletion of transformations of a set is alled a groupif along with any two transformations it ontains the result of their onseutiveappliation and an inverse transformation along with every transformation.This is all the de�nition there is. The so-alled \axioms" are in fat just(obvious) properties of groups of transformations. What axiomatisators all\abstrat groups" are just groups of transformations of various sets onsideredup to isomorphisms (whih are one-to-one mappings preserving the operations).As Cayley proved, there are no \more abstrat" groups in the world. So why dothe algebraists keep on tormenting students with the abstrat de�nition?By the way, in the 1960s I taught group theory to Mosow shoolhildren.Avoiding all the axiomatis and staying as lose as possible to physis, in half ayear I got to the Abel theorem on the unsolvability of a general equation of degree�ve in radials (having on the way taught the pupils omplex numbers, Riemannsurfaes, fundamental groups and monodromy groups of algebrai funtions).This ourse was later published by one of the audiene, V. Alekseev, as the bookThe Abel theorem in problems.What is a smooth manifold? In a reent Amerian book I read that Poin-ar�e was not aquainted with this (introdued by himself) notion and that the\modern" de�nition was only given by Veblen in the late 1920s: a manifold is atopologial spae whih satis�es a long series of axioms.For what sins must students try and �nd their way through all these twistsand turns? Atually, in Poinar�e's Analysis Situs there is an absolutely learde�nition of a smooth manifold whih is muh more useful than the \abstrat"one. A smooth k-dimensional submanifold of the Eulidean spaeRN is its subsetwhih in a neighbourhood of its every point is a graph of a smooth mappingof Rk into RN�k (where Rk and RN�k are oordinate subspaes). This is astraightforward generalization of most ommon smooth urves on the plane (say,of the irle x2 + y2 = 1) or urves and surfaes in the three-dimensional spae.Between smooth manifolds smooth mappings are naturally de�ned. Di�eo-morphisms are mappings whih are smooth, together with their inverses.An \abstrat" smooth manifold is a smooth submanifold of a Eulideanspae onsidered up to a di�eomorphism. There are no \more abstrat" �nite-7



dimensional smooth manifolds in the world (Whitney's theorem). Why do wekeep on tormenting students with the abstrat de�nition? Would it not bebetter to prove them the theorem about the expliit lassi�ation of losed two-dimensional manifolds (surfaes)?It is this wonderful theorem (whih states, for example, that any ompatonneted oriented surfae is a sphere with a number of handles) that gives aorret impression of what modern mathematis is and not the super-abstratgeneralizations of naive submanifolds of a Eulidean spae whih in fat do notgive anything new and are presented as ahievements by the axiomatisators.The theorem of lassi�ation of surfaes is a top-lass mathematial ahie-vement, omparable with the disovery of Ameria or X-rays. This is a genuinedisovery of mathematial natural siene and it is even diÆult to say whetherthe fat itself is more attributable to physis or to mathematis. In its signi�-ane for both the appliations and the development of orret Weltanshauungit by far surpasses suh \ahievements" of mathematis as the proof of Fermat'slast theorem or the proof of the fat that any suÆiently large whole numberan be represented as a sum of three prime numbers.For the sake of publiity modern mathematiians sometimes present suhsporting ahievements as the last word in their siene. Understandably thisnot only does not ontribute to the soiety's appreiation of mathematis but,on the ontrary, auses a healthy distrust of the neessity of wasting energy on(rok-limbing-type) exerises with these exoti questions needed and wanted byno one.The theorem of lassi�ation of surfaes should have been inluded in highshool mathematis ourses (probably, without the proof) but for some reasonis not inluded even in university mathematis ourses (from whih in Frane,by the way, all the geometry has been banished over the last few deades).The return of mathematial teahing at all levels from the sholasti hat-ter to presenting the important domain of natural siene is an espeially hotproblem for Frane. I was astonished that all the best and most importantin methodial approah mathematial books are almost unknown to studentshere (and, seems to me, have not been translated into Frenh). Among theseare Numbers and �gures by Rademaher and T�oplitz, Geometry and the ima-gination by Hilbert and Cohn-Vossen, What is mathematis? by Courant andRobbins, How to solve it and Mathematis and plausible reasoning by Polya,Development of mathematis in the 19th entury by F. Klein.I remember well what a strong impression the alulus ourse by Hermite(whih does exist in a Russian translation!) made on me in my shool years.Riemann surfaes appeared in it, I think, in one of the �rst letures (allthe analysis was, of ourse, omplex, as it should be). Asymptotis of integralswere investigated by means of path deformations on Riemann surfaes under themotion of branhing points (nowadays, we would have alled this the Piard-8



Lefshetz theory; Piard, by the way, was Hermite's son-in-law | mathematialabilities are often transferred by sons-in-law: the dynasty Hadamard - P. Levy -L. Shwarz - U. Frish is yet another famous example in the Paris Aademy ofSienes).The \obsolete" ourse by Hermite of one hundred years ago (probably, nowthrown away from student libraries of Frenh universities) was muh more mo-dern than those most boring alulus textbooks with whih students are nowa-days tormented.If mathematiians do not ome to their senses, then the onsumers whopreserved a need in a modern, in the best meaning of the word, mathematialtheory as well as the immunity (harateristi of any sensible person) to the use-less axiomati hatter will in the end turn down the servies of the undereduatedsholastis in both the shools and the universities.A teaher of mathematis, who has not got to grips with at least some of thevolumes of the ourse by Landau and Lifshitz, will then beome a relit like theone nowadays who does not know the di�erene between an open and a losedset.V.I. ArnoldTranslated by A.V. GoryunovPublished in: Uspekhi Mat. Nauk 53 (1998), no. 1, 229-234;English translation: Russian Math. Surveys 53 (1998), no. 1, 229-236.Soure of this text:http://www.eremade.dauphine.fr/~msfr/artiles/arnold/PRE anglais.ps
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